The robust WSS 3000 enhances the HHR 3000 Pro V2 with weighing and sorting functionality. The animal ID is automatically recorded in the HHR through the integrated panel antenna and the weight is then automatically added. Sorting can be on the basis of weight or other criteria, such as ‘no-ID’ or ‘treatment’. The WSS 3000 is available as manual version, but also fully automatic.

The WSS 3000 and HHR 3000 make a complete weighing and sorting system in which the animals are stored in the HHR. The HHR-database is loaded to and from a PC, just like normal HHR operation.

This BioControl ‘one stop shop’ system warrants full integration, maximum performance and best support, all from one manufacturer.
Weighing and Sorting Sheep & Goats with RFID

WSS connects weight to animal ID
- WSS separates on weight or other criteria in HHR
- Manual and fully automated version available
- HHR used for animal ID and data collection
- HHR data exchange via Excel possible
- All equipment from one manufacturer

Versatile WSS Information Center for easy operation and display of weighing statistics (example)

Strong handle for manual gate operation

WSS 3000 Automatic with sorting

WSS 3000 Manual without sorting

WSS 3000 Manual with sorting
Dimensions and weights

WSS 3000 Automatic with sorting (dimensions and weights approx.)